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Office: (706) 225-8938
E-mail: info@augustavote.com
Website: www.augustavote.com
Our objective is to present an academic,
intentional, pragmatic, reflective, scholarly,
and theological discourse of religion and its
influence, implication and involvement in
society as a community service organization

AUGUSTA’S INTERFAITH COALITION
Our Mission:

Who we are?

To Strive for 100% Citizen and
Voter Participation in the democratic system of informed voting
and activitism as a community
service organization"

The Augusta’s Interfaith Coalition celebrates religious
freedom by championing individual rights, promoting
policies that protect both religion and democracy, and
uniting diverse voices to challenge extremism and
complacency in the Augusta - Richmond County and
surrounding areas.

Membership:
Membership into the
Augusta’s Interfaith
Coalition is open to all
individuals who subscribe to our mission
and purpose. Membership is loosely defined
The interaction because we do not expect every member to
between religion and society have one set of involvement nor one
agreeable position.
The challenge for membership is to hold
firm a theological perspective that anything affecting humanity and society,
whether religious, legal, political, social,
psychological, economic, financial, discriminatory, medical or other entity is an
interest of the Augusta’s Interfaith Coalition.
“Theology is not just about God. It is
also about us. We live out of our understanding of who we are in relationship to
God, to one another, and to the world”

Who we are not?
The Augusta’s Interfaith Coalition and its members are
not rubber stamps for politicians and policies. We believe that it is our spiritual responsibility to define our
purpose and to pronounce our positions.

Focal Groups and
Fellowship Interests
Faith and Humanity * Religion and
Society * Ethics and Morality * Civic
and Community Relations * Spirituality and Psychology * Politics and Government * Economics and Financial *
Law and Penalty * Education and
Technology * Women of Faith

What We Believe?



We believe that religious freedom is a foundation
for American democracy.



We believe that individual rights and matters of
personal conscience must be held sacred.



We believe that religious and political extremists
are a threat to individual liberty and democracy.



We believe that anything affecting humanity and
society, whether religious, legal, political, social,
psychological, economic, financial, discriminatory,
medical or other entity is an interest of the Augusta’s Interfaith Coalition.



We believe that celebrating religious and cultural
difference is the way to achieve a vibrant community.

The symbols of fourteen religions are shown.
Clockwise from the North Pole, they are:
Baha'i, Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism,
Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Judaism, Shinto,
Sikhism, Taoism, Wicca and some other
Neopagan religions, Zoroastrianism, and
Druidism.

